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Executive Summary 

The goal of this deliverable is to provide a detailed description of the research and development done to 
build a semantic disambiguation prototype.  The aim of the prototype is to disambiguate either words 
observed in the polylingual text or entity annotations applied to diverse modalities.  This prototype also 
provides solution to the challenges posed in a use-case, where the news articles are complemented with 
recommendations from the live TV shows telecasted in various channels of internet TV streaming service 
provided by ZATTOO.  

Our approach to semantic disambiguation is diversified based on the external corpus used for 
disambiguation. We perceive the external corpus as a knowledge-poor and knowledge-base resource 
where the knowledge-poor resource is used to disambiguate words in the polylingual text, while the 
knowledge-base resource is used for disambiguation of entities that needs to be annotated on different 
modalities.  Further, both of these approaches are unsupervised and can scale to large datasets. 
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Definitions 

Knowledge-Poor It is also considered as an unstructured document corpus without metadata or 
any kind of information linked to knowledge base. 
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1 Introduction 

Understanding the intent in human language is a non-trivial task. It is even harder for the computers to 
determine the sense of words in the context they appear. Thus, the task of semantic disambiguation is 
considered as one of the unsolved or open problems still persisting in various communities, such as 
computational linguistics, semantic web etc. To understand these challenges from different perspectives, 
we present two examples.   

In the first example, semantics of a word is obtained from the sentence it belongs to. Consider the 
following cases: 

 The bank cached my check 

 We sat along the bank of the river. 

In the first case, “bank” refers to an institution. While, in the second case “bank” refers to a land alongside 
a river. It is clear from this example that to disambiguate semantics of the term “bank” we need to identify 
the appropriate meaning based on its context in a sentence.  

Sometimes, context in the sentence is not sufficient to identify the semantics of terms. This challenge is 
illustrated by the second example. Consider the following sentences.  

 He chopped the vegetables with a chef’s knife. 

 A man was beaten and cut with a knife. 

In the first case, “knife” is used in the sense where it represents a tool. While in the second case, “knife” 
was used as a weapon. Sometimes semantics of the term cannot be extracted directly from the sentence, 
but requires larger context like paragraphs or documents. Semantic disambiguation needed in first case 
was token-based, while it was type-based in the second case.  

Now we can extend the problem to a specific case where knowledge-base entities are disambiguated based 
on their mentions in the text. In general, these entities do not represent concepts but represent named 
entities like person, location, organization, TV show, movie, book, product, event or a character in a play.  

To understand the problem in depth, consider the statement listed below.  

1. I live in Georgia. 

It can be observed from the statement that “Georgia” is a location. But it is hard to identify whether 
Georgia is a state in USA or a country in Eurasia as illustrated in Figure 1. 

    

Figure 1 Disambiguation between State and Country (Georgia) - Freebase 

 

There are other challenges, such as surface forms. For example, “Columbia” can represent any of the 
following entities listed in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 Entities of Surface Form Columbia 

Context of the term plays a crucial role in deciding its entity disambiguation. Similarly, there are other 
problems like identifying a given term as a person, location, character etc.   

Given the diverse challenges listed above, we design two unsupervised approaches to perform semantic 
disambiguation.  

1. The first approach is corpus based. It extracts a vocabulary from a given corpus and represents 
word semantics in a high-dimensional vector. We name this approach the knowledge-poor 
approach. 

2. The second approach extract semantics in the text based on the annotations derived from a 
knowledge-base. We name this approach the knowledge-base approach. 

Table 1 and Table 2 below provide the comparative analysis of the two approaches. 

 

Table 1 Pros of Knowledge-Poor and Knowledge-Base Approaches 

Pros Knowledge-Base Knowledge-Poor 

1 Can resolve ambiguity with 
relational knowledge. 

Any unstructured text corpus can 
be used to learn semantic 
disambiguation of terms. (E.g. 
News, Wikipedia, blogs etc...) 

2 Can identify entities and their 
relationships for hierarchical and 
traversal entity expansion. 

Computationally less expensive 
than graph traversal based 
semantic disambiguation. 

3 Encode World knowledge. Can encode sequences into 
consideration while learning 
senses. 

4  Can handle large text documents. 

 

Table 2 Cons of Knowledge-Poor and Knowledge-Base Approaches 

Cons Knowledge-Base Knowledge-Poor 

1 Cannot work with different 
corpus. (E.g. Twitter, social media 
data etc…) 

Cannot handle relations. 

2 Computationally expensive due 
to graph traversal. 

No world knowledge. 

3 Entity annotation is depended on 
external NLP tools like POS, NER 
etc. 
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4 Problematic for large and short 
document comparisons due to 
large entity overlap gaps. 

 

 
To evaluate both knowledge-poor and knowledge-base approaches, gold standard datasets and data 
collected from xLiMe pipeline is used. In the following sections, we briefly describe the data format and 
provide an in-depth description of the approaches.  

 

1.1 Data 

Most of the data used for building the semantic disambiguation prototype is collected from external 
resources like Wikipedia and structured knowledge bases like DBpedia [1]. But for the application of 
semantic disambiguation prototype (i.e. use-case of ZATTOO [2]), data generated by project partners in the 
format of xLiMe Meta data model [3] from different modalities is utilized. 

Initially, the xLiMe Meta data model wraps the content generated from different modalities into the Turtle 
format. We convert the data into the JSON format to suit our approaches. A simple example of both of 
these formats collected from news articles is listed below in Table 3 and Table 4. 

Table 3 News Article in Turtle Format 

<http://ijs.si/enryched/314497824> { 
    <http://ijs.si/article/314497824> a kdo:NewsArticle ; 
        dcterms:created "2015-09-25T16:09:29.431544"^^xsd:dateTime ; 
        dcterms:language "de" ; 
        dcterms:publisher [ rdfs:label "Dattelner Morgenpost" ] ; 
        dcterms:source <https://www.dattelner-morgenpost.de/nachrichten/nordrhein-westfalen/NRW-
erhaelt-mehr-Zuschuesse-fuer-Nahverkehr%3Bart243%2C1643527> ; 
        dcterms:spatial [ gn:name "Datteln", 
                    "Germany" ; 
                geo:lat 5.165422e+01 ; 
                geo:long 7.33867e+00 ] ; 
        dcterms:title "NRW erhält mehr Zuschüsse für Nahverkehr" ; 
        sioc:content """NRW erhält mehr Zuschüsse für Nahverkehr  
Ich habe die Datenschutzerklärung gelesen und stimme dieser zu.Als Nutzer dieses Angebots des Verlages J. 
Bauer KG, wünsche ich auch Informationen zu Abonnementangeboten dieser Zeitung oder anderer 
Tageszeitungen des Verlages J. Bauer KG. Mit einer Kontaktaufnahme telefonisch oder per Email (8.00 Uhr - 
20.00 Uhr) seitens des Verlages bin ich für zwei Jahre - auch zur Verlängerung der Laufzeit der Einwilligung - 
einverstanden. Mit der Erhebung, Speicherung und Verarbeitung meiner Daten im Sinne der §§4a/28 BDSG 
bin ich einverstanden.""" ;} 
 
{ 
    <http://ijs.si/enryched/314497824> a prov:Entity ; 
        prov:wasAttributedTo <http://ijs.si> ; 
        prov:wasGeneratedBy [ a prov:Activity ; 
                prov:endedAtTime "2015-09-25T16:09:41+00:00"^^xsd:dateTime ; 
                prov:startedAtTime "2015-09-25T16:09:37.352952+00:00"^^xsd:dateTime ] . 
} 
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Article published is converted into JSON format and stored.  

 

Table 4 News Article in JSON Format 

 

{ 

    u’Lang’: u’de’ 

    u’SourceURL’:u’ https://www.dattelner-morgenpost.de/nachrichten/nordrhein-westfalen/NRW-erhaelt-
mehr-Zuschuesse-fuer-Nahverkehr%3Bart243%2C1643527’ 

    u’Title’: u’ NRW erhält mehr Zuschüsse für Nahverkehr’ 

    u’Text’:u’ NRW erhält mehr Zuschüsse für Nahverkehr  
Ich habe die Datenschutzerklärung gelesen und stimme dieser zu.Als Nutzer dieses Angebots des Verlages J. 
Bauer KG, wünsche ich auch Informationen zu Abonnementangeboten dieser Zeitung oder anderer 
Tageszeitungen des Verlages J. Bauer KG. Mit einer Kontaktaufnahme telefonisch oder per Email (8.00 Uhr - 
20.00 Uhr) seitens des Verlages bin ich für zwei Jahre - auch zur Verlängerung der Laufzeit der Einwilligung - 
einverstanden. Mit der Erhebung, Speicherung und Verarbeitung meiner Daten im Sinne der §§4a/28 BDSG 
bin ich einverstanden.’ 

   u’Date’:u’2015-09-25 16:09:29’ 

} 

 

1.2 Relation to Other Work Packages 

In this section, we present relation of this deliverable to other work packages in Table 5. 

 

Table 5 Core Functionality of this Deliverable 

Component (Core Functionality) Receive input from WP Provides input to WP 

The core contribution of this 
deliverable is to provide semantic 
disambiguation of words and 
entities. Also, it supports use-cases 
that aim to find semantic similarity 
among documents of different 
length.  

D2.1.2 – Speech to Text 

D3.3.2 – Text Annotation 

D4.1–Statistical Content 
Comparison 

D6.3 – Provide specification of 
API and other related 
information 

D7.2.2 – ZATTOO intermediate 
prototype 

 

1.3 Relation to Other Projects 

In this section, we present the relation of this deliverable to other EU project deliverables in Table 6. 

Table 6 Relation to other EU project deliverables. 

Component Origin Novel Contributions 

Semantic annotation of text  - XLisa XLike - 
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2 Semantic Disambiguation Approaches 

We diversify our approaches into two different types. Both of these approaches leverage different kind of 
corpuses and build semantics in different formats. The first approach is based on unsupervised 
compositional vector models (CVM) which embed the semantics of words in distributed representations 
(i.e. high-dimensional vectors). While, the second approach leverage semantics from structured sources like 
knowledge-bases. 

 

2.1   Distributed Representations 

Recent work that used distributed representations of words has helped many natural language processing 
tasks. Significant improvements were attributed to the fact that most of these representations capture 
syntactic and semantic information.  

A distributed representation also allows for the sharing of meaning between similar words. Generally, 
distributed representation of words is considered to go beyond clustering word classes. A simple example 
of the meaning is illustrated in the example below. 

Vector (Windows)-Vector (Microsoft) +Vector (Google) = Vector (Android) 

These distributed representations of the words can be also termed as word embeddings (henceforth).  
Recently, there are several works which aim to learn word embeddings [4, 5]. But some of the approaches 
extended word embeddings and learned phrases and document embeddings [6, 7]. 

But word embeddings can be induced over different language pairs. This helps to generalize across 
languages and bring the words that share common semantics much closer. An example is illustrated in 
Figure 3. 

 

        

Figure 3 Example of Semantic and Syntactic Bilingual Spaces 

 

The example in the Figure show that words in languages English and German that co-occur or closer to the 
meaning of the word “bat” are clustered into two groups. We aim to learn these bilingual embeddings in-
order to support our use-cases to find semantically similar content across languages. 

There are also several approaches proposed to learn bilingual embeddings in the recent literature [8, 9, 10]. 
But most of these approaches are not scalable and are dependent on word-alignments that use only 
parallel corpuses.  

Below, we use an approach based on Gouws et al., [11] that overcome the problems that are present with 
other approaches.  
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The approach is: 

 Scalable and Fast 

 Can leverage large monolingual datasets to learn bilingual embeddings based on small parallel 
corpus. 

 Also, it does not require word-alignment. 

 

2.2  Bilingual Word Embeddings 

There are three different ways to learn bilingual embeddings.  

 First kind of approaches performs offline alignment of the monolingual word embeddings using 
parallel dictionaries. 

 Second uses only parallel corpora (i.e. sentences or documents) belonging to a specific domain. 

 While, the third set of approaches learn models which can leverage large monolingual corpora to 
learn bilingual embeddings with limited or small set of parallel resources jointly. 

In this section, we provide details of the approach that is used to learn bilingual word embeddings based on 
joint-trained models. 

 

2.2.1 Joint Alignment Model - Theory  

In the joint alignment model, a loss function L (.) is optimized by combing monolingual objective M (.) with 
the cross-lingual regularization term ϕ (.).  The equation shows the overall loss function L (.). 

 

   
       

             

                

  
           

 
  

The formulation above captures our intention of learning individual monolingual models with the cross-
lingual cues obtained from a parallel corpus. Here wt, h are the predicated word and the context in which 
the word occurs, while l1 and l2 are the two languages which we use to learn the bilingual embeddings. 
Figure 4 show the pictographic overview of the objective function. 
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Figure 4 Joint Alignment Model 

2.2.2 Joint Alignment Model - Implementation 

In order to learn bilingual word embeddings, the joint alignment model is highly dependent on monolingual 
and parallel corpuses. To obtain the monolingual corpus, we choose processed Wikipedia dumps [12] of 
English, German, Spanish and Italian and for the parallel corpus we used European parliament proceedings 
parallel corpus [13] belonging to English-German, English-Italian, English-Spanish sets. 

Table 7 and Table 8 show statistics of the datasets.  

 

Table 7 Wikipedia Dump Statics 

Language Size Total Vocabulary(After Learning) 

English (en) 9.3GB 1778576 (en-de) 

1778576 (en-es) 

1778576 (en-it) 

German (de) 3.8GB 1505170 (de-en) 

Spanish (es) 2.2GB 665356 (es-en) 

Italian (it) 1.9GB 624784 (it-en) 

 

Table 8 European Parliament Parallel Corpus 

Language Pair Parallel Sentences Timeline 

English-German 1920209 04/1996-11/2011 

English-Spanish 1965734 04/1996-11/2011 

English-Italian 1909115 04/1996-11/2011 

 

Table 5 also show the vocabulary learned for each language constituting bilingual spaces.  Each word in the 
vocabulary is a 100-dimensional vector representing semantic and syntactic information. The learned 
vocabulary can be used for various tasks like cross-language retrieval, cross-language document similarity, 
multilingual document clustering etc. 

We also analyzed another approach where the semantic disambiguation can be achieved with knowledge 
bases. Following sections describe the approach. 

 

2.3  Knowledge Base Disambiguation 

The knowledge base disambiguation is achieved by annotating the text with external knowledge base 
entities and then analyzing the partial sub-graph for disambiguation. 

Consider a simple example listed in the Figure 5, it shows two sentences that are annotated with 
knowledge obtained from a parent category. A major challenge in deciding an annotation is associated with 
resolving the ambiguity. This is achieved by using explicit relational knowledge provided by a knowledge 
base.  

Also, identifying all possible relations an entity share with other entities can form a large graph. Optimizing 
the time spent in graph traversal also needs to be addressed. 
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Figure 5 Text Annotation 

Semantic disambiguation when using a knowledge base cannot be achieved independently of the task. 
Thus, we present the approach of disambiguation in the case of document comparison.  

 

2.3.1 Semantic Annotation for Disambiguation 

Initially documents are enriched with entity annotations. This is achieved in two ways (1) Hierarchical and 
(2) Traversal. 

(1) Hierarchical finds the categories and their ancestors using depth information. 

(2) While traversal finds neighbouring entities based on the path length and number of paths. 

An example taken from DBpedia  for each of these approaches can be observed in the Figure 6 and Figure 7 
with an example of “Gregg Popovich” who is an American basketball coach and heads San Antonio Spurs 
(NBA team).  

                          

Figure 6 Hierarchical Entity Expansion 
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Figure 7 Traversal Entity Expansion 

 

2.3.2 Document Comparison with Semantic Disambiguation 

Once the entities inside documents are annotated using hierarchical and traversal based approach, they 
can be used to find document similarity. There are several ways this can be achieved. One of the methods 
we describe is graph based document similarity. Other approaches are bag-of-entities similarity measure 
Annsim [14] etc. 

Graph based document similarity assumes contextual similarity. It does coarse document-level assessment. 

For each document, a sub-graph is constructed from the entities identified. The sub-graphs of both 
documents are used find the bipartite graph by computing the pair-wise entity similarities based on 
traversal and hierarchical scores. Figure 8 show the overall goal of the approach. 

 

Figure 8 Bipartite Graph Construction from Document Sub-Graphs 
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Traversal Entity Similarity - Use weights from semantic document expansion to compute the score based 
on following equation. 

               
  

   

   

 

Hierarchical Entity Similarity – Weighing is also achieved by expanding document entities in hierarchical 
way. Score calculated from these weights is given by following equation.  

                

                                            
 

Where lca represents least common ancestor and d (.) is the distance measure. 

Once the hierarchical and traversal entity similarity measure is computed, document similarity is achieved 
with bipartite graph of entity similarities.  Overall document similarity score computed is based on 
maximum edges for each annotation found in each of the documents. 

Below, we present the final document similarity score that is computed for given two documents DocA and 
DocB. 

                                            DocSim (DocA, DocB)    =     
                               

         
 

Here, A1 and A2 are the set of entities present in DocA and DocB respectively while al represents a single 
entity.  
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3 Use-Cases 

Semantic disambiguation has its applicability to many use-cases. Here, we present the use-case of ZATTOO 
IPTV provider. 

  

3.1  Cross-Channel Recommendations 

News articles published online can have similar content aired on TV. To identify the semantically similar 
content aired in television channels for a online news article, we employ semantic disambiguation 
approach.  

This cross-channel recommendation can help the readers of news articles to find interesting and relevant 
content published in different sources (e.g. TV). This also helps the reader to get better insight on the topic 
from multiple modalities and languages.  

The overall idea is shown in Figure 9. 

 

 

Figure 9 Cross-Channel Recommendation between News Articles and TV shows 

 

3.1.1 Challenges 

There are several challenges that have to be overcome to provide recommendations.  We segregate them 
and list them below in Table 9. 

Table 9 Challenges in comparing Cross-Media Information 

Challenges Description 

C1 Compare long articles with short articles (News Text 
vs. Speech To Text) 

C2 Recommendation Video Length 

C3 Confidence or Threshold score to show a 
recommendation 
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C4 Real-time Recommendations 

C5 Evaluating recommendation quality. 

 

3.1.2 Approach 

To address the challenges, we design our approach to solve them in a modular fashion. Table 10 provide 
the solution to each of them separately. 

Table 10 Solution to Challenges 

Challenges Solution 

C1: Long vs. Short Text Represent long and short text with same dimension 
vectors to rank semantically similar content.  

C2: Video Length Collect information from 40 second video chunks 

C3: Threshold Score Empirical evidence is used to decide threshold score 

C4: Real-time recommendations Store only today’s TV data. 

C5: Evaluation Manual annotations of similarity score (Relevant 
and Non-Relevant) 

 

3.1.3 Implementation 

We leveraged solutions developed for semantic disambiguation to provide cross-channel 
recommendations.  Challenges in the use-case required solutions not only to provide relevant results, but 
also required an ability to handle short text and provide real-time recommendations.  

Evaluating the solutions based on run-time complexity and the ability to handle cross-level and 
heterogeneous content. We choose bilingual word embeddings approach and implemented the solution.  

Step-1:  Most of the TV data is present in the form of videos. A video is a combination of image frames and 
audio. We leverage speech to text information provided from deliverable D2.1.2 [15] to learn video 
information. 

Each speech transcription is converted into a vector of 100-dimensions using bilingual word vectors learned 
using semantic disambiguation. Every 30 minutes, collection of speech transcriptions is used to weigh 
words and to build weighted Bag-of-Words (BoW) bilingual vectors for each transcription.  

Once a speech snippet of around 40 sec chunks is represented as a 100-dimensional vector, it is all about 
comparing relevant news article with it. 

Step-2: In this step, the news article stream obtained from any of the preferred publishers is also 
represented as a 100-dimensional vector. As opposed to the early scenario where the collection was 
present, here we have a single news article. Now to obtain the final representation of the article, the 
average of word vectors is computed. 

Step-3: In the third step, we provide cross-channel recommendations by ranking the relevant video chunks 
to given news article with a similarity measure provided by correlation distance.  

 

The overall goal of the approach is shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10 Pipeline for Finding Semantically Similar Content (News vs. TV) 

3.1.4 Results – Qualitative Analysis 

Cross-channel recommendations obtained are pushed into Kafka [16] with the topic name 
“KITNewsTVRecommender” and also provided as a service [17].  Table 11 shows an example of 
recommendations. 

Table 11 Cross-channel Recommendations - Example 

{ 

"jsinewslink": "http://www.basellandschaftlichezeitung.ch/wirtschaft/ipad-roboter-steht-in-sydney-vor-
apple-store-schlange-129592392",  

"tvrec_it": [], 

"tvrec_es": [], 

"tvrec_de": [ 

        { 

         "cid": "einsextra", 

         "zattooid": "105695864", 

         "simscore": 0.0065644144692875717, 

         "starttime": "2015-09-25T00:21:03.500000+01:00", 

         "ZattooURL": "http://zattoo.com/watch/einsextra/105695864/1443136863000/1443136903000", 

          "streamposition": "92348760.0" 

         } 

         { 

           "cid": "sf-info", 

           "zattooid": "106059873", 

           "simscore": 0.0068242987745827932, 

           "starttime": "2015-09-25T04:09:47.500000+01:00", 

           "ZattooURL": "http://zattoo.com/watch/sf-info/106059873/1443150587000/1443150627000", 

           "streamposition": "92352191.0"} .... ] 

  

 "tvrec_en": [ 

          { 

          }......] } 
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This Kafka message is a JSON object encapsulated with the following structure. Table 12 shows the 
structure information. 

Table 12 Key-Value Information 

Key Value 

Jsinewslink News article URL 

tvrec_it Recommendations for news article from Italian TV 
channels. 

tvrec_es Recommendations for news article from Spanish TV 
channels. 

tvrec_de Recommendations for news article from German TV 
channels. 

tvrec_en Recommendations for news article from English TV 
channels. 

Nested Parameters cid  - Channel ID ( e.g. sf-info, BBC) 

zattooid – Zattoo Program ID 

simscore – Similarity score between news and tv 
program (less is more effective) 

starttime – The start time of the TV program. 

Zattoourl – URL link to the direct TV program 
recommended. 

Streamposition – Position of the TV chunk from the 
start time of program. 

 

While, service can take new URL’s and generates related TV recommendations. 

So a sample input will be URL and its corresponding language. 

Source = http://www.blick.ch/news/ausland/fluechtlingsandrang-zu-gross-jetzt-will-auch-oesterreich-
einen-grenzzaun-id4154892.html 

Lang = de 

3.1.5 Scalability 

We had ensured that the proposed approach to provide cross-channel recommendations is scalable from 
three different perspectives.  

1) The approach is stable and can linearly scale to provide recommendations if there is an increase in 
the number of news channels. 

2) It is scalable to different languages and only need to learn different bilingual word embeddings. 

3) Coding standards for followed and utmost importance is given to optimize space and time. NumPy 
[18] and SciPy [19] are used to do perform scientific computations.  
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4 Evaluation 

The evaluation of the approaches proposed is performed using gold standard datasets provided in the 
literature. 

4.1  Knowledge base Based Approach-Evaluation 

Evaluation and comparison is performed on Lee50 [20] corpus. It contains 50 short news articles from the 
Australian broadcasting corporation news mail service. Implementation of knowledge base similarity is 
achieved with DBpedia and Wikipedia based category hierarchy information and X-Lisa [21] for linking 
entities in the text.  For triple store, Jena TDB [22] is used. Table 13 shows the results. 

Table 13 Semantic Similarity Evaluation Scores 

Approaches Correlation 

 r ρ µ 

Tf-idf 0.398 0.224 0.286 

LSA 0.696 0.463 0.556 

SSA 0.684 0.488 0.569 

ESA 0.656 0.510 0.574 

Knowledge Base Semantic Similarity (r=2) 0.712 0.513 0.596 

Knowledge Base Semantic Similarity (r=3) 0.704 0.519 0.598 

 

4.2  Knowledge Poor Based Approach - Evaluation 

To evaluate the bilingual embeddings learned using Wikipedia and europarl corpus, we picked a cross-
language text classification task i.e. sentiment prediction. Learned bilingual embeddings are used to 
represent each review with tf-idf weighted average of words. 

Once the reviews are represented as high-dimensional vector, a classification model is trained on training 
data in one language and applied on another language testing data to predict labels. Results of the 
experiments are listed below in Table 14. Efficiency of the results showcases the better learning of semantic 
vector spaces. 

Table 14 Cross-language text classification (Average of EN->DE and DE->EN) 

Method Category (F1-scores) 

 Books DVD Music 

Mono-DP 0.500+/-0.000 0.495+/-0.000 0.515+/-0.000 

Polyglot 0.432+/-0.045 0.485+/-0.028 0.382+/-0.024 

Our Approach (Wikipedia +Parallel Corpus) 0.625+/-0.000 0.560+/-0.014 0.365+/-0.014 

 

Here, Mono-DP represents monolingual embeddings with paragraph vectors [6] without any bilingual 
information and polyglot [12] represents monolingual embeddings in different languages. 
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5 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this deliverable, we have explored two different approaches to perform semantic disambiguation of 
terms in a cross-modal and cross-lingual scenario. These approaches are designed to cater terms that are 
either words or entities that are identified inside documents of different length.  In the first approach, 
words (which also cover entities) are represented as high-dimensional vectors by understanding its 
semantic and syntactic disambiguation in unstructured corpus. Similarly, entities are disambiguated based 
on real world knowledge captured within knowledge bases.  

Though both of these approaches have their own advantages and disadvantages, we applied them to a use-
case where news articles are complemented with TV data.  In future, we will extend the applicability of 
semantic disambiguation approaches to more complex scenarios where multiple modalities of data need to 
be disambiguated. 
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